Abstract. Given a continuable Dirichlet series, having as sequence of exponents {A,,}^.,, it is shown that any other Dirichlet series can be continued along the same paths away from its half plane of convergence provided that the two series have the same coefficients and that the difference of their exponents is eventually given by a function analytic at infinity evaluated at the X".
There are a number of theorems in the literature which give analytic continuation of Dirichlet series (including Taylor series) if one perturbs the coefficients. See Bierbach [1] or, in particular, Ostrowski [2] .
Further, there are theorems dealing with continuability of Dirichlet series if one perturbs the exponents. However, these theorems are either negative in character, in that noncontinuability is demonstrated, or growth estimates and other hypotheses are required. See Mandelbrojt [3] .
The following theorem provides continuation of a second series provided only that its exponents eventually differ from that of an original continuable series by a function analytic at infinity evaluated at the exponents of the original series.
Theorem. Let (\,}^=| and {ju.")^=i be two sequences of strictly increasing, positive real numbers, tending to infinity. Suppose that there exists a real number R > 0 and a function g, analytic in \z\ > R and at infinity, such that g(Xn) = u" -X"for all integers n > R. Let F(s) = 2"=ia"e-A"J be a convergent Dirichlet series for Re s > aF (aF < oo). Then G(s) = 2"=1a"e~^i is a convergent If g(oo) ¥= 0, let gx(z) = g(z) -g(co) and ß" = p" -g(oo). We can then prove the theorem for {\,}£." {&}"=. with gx(\,) = ß" -\ and gx(cc) = 0. Since G(s) = 2"=,a"e_rt,î converges (can be continued) everywhere Since K is arbitrarily large, (6) holds for all 5 with Re 5 > aF. Since the function S^Jik^-^ is entire and FM can be continued anywhere F can be, (7) will provide the analytic continuation of G if we can continue h(s, s) along paths which continue F.
Let w E K and choose any rectifiable path along which F can be continued away from Re í > aF. Let the path come from infinity along the real axis to 1 + aF then to some s. Let T he that portion of the path from aF + 1 to i. Now, <b(w, u -s) is an entire function of (w, s) and FM(u) is analytic in Re m > aF and recalling (5) we see that (8) JfOO
is an entire function of 5 for each fixed w G % and an analytic function of w in K for each fixed s E C. Thus hx(w, s) is an analytic function of (w, s) in ¿XC. Since K is arbitrarily large, hx(s, s) is an entire function of s. Now there exists a number r depending only on T and FM such that FM is analytic in discs of radius r centered at each point of T. Suppose that (9) h2(w,s) = f°' +10(w, u -s)FM(u) du
were not continuable up to s along T for some w0 E K. Let s, be a point on T between s and 1 + o> so that at every point on T between 1 + o> and sx the continuation exists but continuation past sx along T is not possible. Choose s0 on that part of T connecting s, with 1 + o> so that the length of the curve from s0 to sx along T is less than r/4. See Figure 1 . By an argument analogous to one given for A, one sees that
is a holomorphic function of (w, s) in K X C. Since K is arbitrary, h3(s, s) is entire in j. Now write So /^0-í<£(mtj, v -s0)F$Xv) dv is holomorphic as a function of s on {s: \s -50| < r/2}. Since the convergence in (14) is uniform one has that *(w0, s) is analytic on {*: |s -j0| < (r/2) -8). From (10), (11) and (12) then h2(w0, s) is analytic on {s: \s -s0\ < (r/2) -8). But \sx -s0\ < r/4 < (r/2) -8 for 8 = r/8, so h2(w0, s) is analytic at (vv0, sx), a contradiction. So, for each w E K, h2(w, s) represents an analytic function of s along paths which continue F.
If j is fixed at say f on the curve T, noting that $(w, u -s) is entire in all its variables and that FM(u) is analytic on the path of integration we see that h2(w, s) = ["' 0(w, u -s)FM (u) du *s defines an analytic function of w on K. Thus h2(w, s) is an analytic function of (w, s) for w E K and s on any path continuing F. Since K is arbitrarily large we see that h2(s, s) can be continued anywhere F(s) can be continued. Thus from (6), (8), (9) and the preceding arguments h(s, s) = hx(s, s) + h2(s, s) is continuable along paths continuing F. Thus G(s) = FM(s)+ 2 a"e-^ + h(s,s) n=\ can be continued along those paths as well.
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